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Abstract The transport in the ocean mixed layer (OML) of oil plumes originated from deepwater blow-
outs is studied using large eddy simulations. In particular, we focus on the effects of swell on the modula-
tion of turbulence in the OML and its impact on oil transport. Results show that when the misalignment
between the wind and the swell propagation is small, Langmuir cells develop and significantly enhance the
vertical dilution of the oil plume. Conversely, when the misalignment is large, vertical dilution is suppressed
when compared to the no-swell case. Due to the strong directional shear of the mean flow within the OML,
plume depth significantly impacts mean transport direction. The size of oil droplets in the plume also plays
an important role in vertical dilution and mean transport direction.

1. Introduction

Predicting transport, dilution, and fate of oil released from deepwater blowouts has become a topic of great
interest after the Deepwater Horizon (DWH) oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010. Oil plumes from deep-
water blowouts rise through different ocean layers, experiencing a large range of flow conditions. Once the
oil reaches the uppermost ocean layer (the ocean mixed layer, OML), its transport is impacted by a number
of physical processes including shear and buoyancy generated turbulence, surface gravity waves, Ekman
transport and submeso-scale and meso-scale quasi-geostrophic flows. The interplay between all these proc-
esses impacts the characteristics of the surface oil plume and must be taken into account in predictions of
oil spill evolution and in the development a contingency plans. The focus of this work is on the small-scale
processes, such as shear turbulence and Langmuir circulations, which play an important role in the transport
of oil but are not explicitly represented in regional and global ocean models [e.g., Le Henaff et al., 2012;
Huntley et al., 2013].

The dynamics of the OML are, in large part, driven by the wind [Phillips, 1966; Sullivan and McWilliams,
2010]. The wind stress acting on the ocean surface drives a current that, in turn, leads to the production of
shear turbulence. In addition, surface gravity waves interact with the mean surface ocean current, leading
to the development of shallow counter-rotating vortex pairs called Langmuir cells [Langmuir, 1938]. Lang-
muir cells play an important direct role in upper ocean mixing [Leibovich, 1983]. In addition, these cells inter-
act nonlinearly with shear generated turbulence, modulating turbulence intensities in a regime usually
referred to as Langmuir turbulence [McWilliams et al., 1997].

The behavior of oil plumes in Langmuir turbulence has been recently studied using numerical modeling
based on the large eddy simulation (LES) technique [Yang et al., 2014, 2015]. LES has been widely used in
studies of Langmuir turbulence [e.g., Skyllingstad and Denbo, 1995; McWilliams et al., 1997; Noh et al., 2004]
and it has been shown to produce results in good agreement with observations [e.g., Kukulka et al., 2009;
Scotti, 2010]. LES results for oil dispersion have shown that the spatial patterns of the surface oil plume, as
well as its vertical distribution within the OML, depend both on the size of the oil droplets and on the
strength of the Langmuir circulations [Yang et al., 2014]. These effects can be represented by the drift-to-
buoyancy ratio (Db), a dimensionless parameter based on the rise velocity of oil droplets and the magnitude
of the Stokes drift velocity [Yang et al., 2014]. In addition, Db has been shown to be a useful parameter in
describing the direction of transport and the lateral spread of the mean oil plume in the OML [Yang et al.,
2015].
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In all the aforementioned studies of oil transport in Langmuir turbulence, the wave field was assumed to be
aligned with the mean wind. However, this is usually not the case in realistic conditions [Hanley et al., 2010].
In particular, swell waves are usually independent of the local wind field and can have considerable misalign-
ment with the mean wind direction. Thus, in practice, the direction of the mean wind shear on the ocean sur-
face and the direction of the wave propagation are often different. This misalignment has a profound effect
on the strength and orientation of Langmuir cells and on the modulation of turbulence [Van Roekel et al.,
2012; McWilliams et al., 2014]. The effects of swell on oil transport within the OML have not been explored
and are the main focus of this work. The LES model developed by Yang et al. [2014, 2015] is used to explore
the response of oil plumes with different droplet sizes to systematic increases in the misalignment between
the mean wind stress and the swell wave. The LES model and the simulation setup used here are briefly
described in section 2. Results from the LES are presented in section 3. Conclusions follow in section 4.

2. LES Model

2.1. Model Description
The LES model employed in this study is described in detail by Yang et al. [2015], and only a brief summary
is presented here. We follow the typical approach to simulate Langmuir turbulence in the OML using LES
(without explicitly resolving the waves) based on the filtered Craik-Leibovich equations [e.g., McWilliams
et al., 1997; Skyllingstad, 2000; Kukulka et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2015]. More specifically, we solve
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together with the incompressibility condition r � ~u50. Here a tilde denotes a variable resolved on the LES
grid, u is the Eulerian velocity, us is the wave-induced Stokes drift velocity, x is the vorticity vector, and p is
a modified pressure. In addition, s5 fuu2~u ~uð Þ is the subgrid-scale (SGS) stress tensor, f is the Coriolis param-
eter, g is the gravitational acceleration, ez is the unit vector in the vertical direction, q0 is the reference den-
sity of sea water, q is the sea-water density, qd is the density of oil, and C is the oil mass concentration field.
The last three terms in equation (1) represent the vortex force due to wave-current interaction from the
Craik-Leibovich equations [Leibovich, 1977, 1983], and two buoyancy forces induced by water density fluctu-
ations and oil concentrations included in the momentum equation using the Boussinesq approximation.

We follow many previous studies on Langmuir turbulence using LES [e.g., McWilliams et al., 1997; McWilliams
and Sullivan, 2000; Kukulka et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2014, 2015] and consider a swell propagating in deep-
water condition. The corresponding Stokes drift velocity is specified as

usðzÞ5
k
k

Use2kz; (2)

where k5ðkx; kyÞ is the wavenumber vector with magnitude k and Us5rka2 is the magnitude of Stokes drift
velocity at the ocean surface [McWilliams et al., 1997]. Here a and r5
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p
are the wave amplitude and angu-

lar frequency, respectively. Equation (2) is applicable for z � 0 with z 5 0 being the mean sea-surface level.

The oil field is described as a mass concentration Cðx; y; z; tÞ in continuous Eulerian form. This concentration
field is evolved by a filtered advection-diffusion equation
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is the SGS oil concentration flux, Qs is a source term, and
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is the velocity of the oil concentration field [Ferry and Balachandar, 2001] with respect to the Stokes drift.
Here wr5ðq02qdÞgd2=ð18lf Þ is the droplet rise velocity, d is the droplet diameter, lf is water viscosity, R53
q0= 2qd1q0ð Þ is the acceleration parameter, and sd5ðqd1q0=2Þd2=ð18lf Þ is the droplet time scale.
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An additional filtered advection-diffusion equation is solved for temperature h, which is then related to sea-
water density via q5q0½12aðh2h0Þ�, where a5231024 K21 [McWilliams et al., 1997] is the thermal expan-
sion rate and h0 is the reference temperature corresponding to the reference density q0. The equation for h
is similar to equation (3), except that ~v is replaced by ~u and no source term is included.

To close the equation set, the SGS momentum flux is parameterized using the Lilly-Smagorinsky model
[Smagorinsky, 1963; Lilly, 1967], and the Smagorinsky coefficient is determined dynamically during the simu-
lation using the Lagrangian scale-dependent dynamic model [Bou-Zeid et al., 2005]. SGS heat and oil
concentration fluxes ph and pC are then parameterized as ph52ðms=PrsÞr~h and pC52ðms=ScsÞr~C with
constant SGS Prandtl and Schmidt numbers Prs50:4 and Scs50:8 [Yang et al., 2015].

The discretization for momentum and temperature equations combines a pseudo-spectral method on collo-
cated grid in the horizontal directions and a second-order centered finite-difference scheme on staggered
grid in the vertical direction. The boundary conditions for velocity, pressure, and temperature fields in the
horizontal directions are periodic. The oil transport equation (3) is discretized following a finite-volume
method, with the bounded third-order upwind interpolation scheme SMART [Gaskell and Lau, 1988] applied
to the advection term. The coupling of the pseudo-spectral approach with the finite-volume discretization
follows Chamecki et al. [2008]. The lateral boundary conditions for oil concentration are specified as zero-

Figure 1. Sketch of LES simulation setup. A sample oil plume for the swell-wind angle a545� and oil droplet diameter d5250 lm is shown
for illustration. Note that a virtual oil source located within the thermocline is used to represent the oil plume arriving from a deepwater
blowout.

Table 1. Simulation Parameters

Parameter (Unit) Symbol Value

Domain size (m) Lx3Ly3Lz 1000310003300
Grid spacing (m) dx3dy3dz 1031032
Grid points Nx3Ny 3Nz 10031003150
Time step (s) dt 0.1
Wind stress (N m22) sw 0.156
Friction velocity in water (cm s21) u� 1.25
Wave amplitude (m) a 2.38
Wave length (m) k 150
Stoke drift at surface (cm s21) Us 15
Swell-wind angle (8) a 0;630;645;660;690;6135; 180
Coriolis frequency (s21) f 731025

Turbulent Langmuir number Lat 0.29
Thermocline depth (m) zi 100
Droplet diameter (lm) d 177; 250; 500
Droplet rise velocity (cm s21) wr 0:27; 0:54; 2:17
Source node ði; j; kÞsrc (30, 80, 70)
Source location ðx; y; zÞsrc (290, 790, 2139)
Source mass flow rate (kg s21) Qs 1.0
Reference sea-water density (km m23) q0 1031.0
Viscosity of sea water (kg (ms)21) lf 1:0831023

Thermal expansion rate of water (K21) ah 231024

Oil density (kg m23) qd 859.9
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value for inflow and zero-gradient for outflow boundaries. Injection of oil into the domain is accomplished
by means of a volume source as described in section 2.2. The time integrations for velocity, temperature,
and oil concentration fields are carried on using second-order Adams-Bashforth scheme. A more detailed
description of the model and the numerical discretization is given in Yang et al. [2015]. Comparisons between
turbulence statistics obtained with the LES code used here and simulations by Li et al. [2005] and McWilliams
et al. [1997] have been presented in Yang et al. [2014, 2015], respectively. The latter also included a comparison

Figure 2. Vertical velocity fields at (a, d, g, j, m) z526 m depth, (b, e, h, k, n) instantaneous and (c, f, i, l, o) time-averaged surface oil con-
centration. The oil plumes shown here have oil droplet diameter d5500 lm.
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with the vertical velocity variance profiles reported by D’Asaro [2001]. Qualitative comparisons between simu-
lated oil plumes and pictures of oil slicks in the ocean were also shown in Yang et al. [2014]. Finally, a more
quantitative comparison between results from simulations performed with the same numerical model and mul-
tiphase plumes in stably stratified environments from laboratory experiments has been presented by Yang et al.
[2016].

2.2. Simulation Setup
The sketch of the simulation setup is shown in Figure 1 and the detailed simulation parameters are pre-
sented in Table 1. A constant wind stress sw50:156 N m22 in the positive x direction is imposed on the
ocean surface, corresponding to a wind of approximate 10 m s21 at 10 m above the ocean surface or a fric-
tion velocity of u�50:0125 m s21 in the ocean. A swell wave with wavelength of k5150 m and amplitude
of a52:38 m is considered, yielding a surface Stokes drift with magnitude Us50:152 m=s. The correspond-
ing turbulent Langmuir number is Lat5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u�=Us

p
50:29, which is a typical value from observations [Belcher

et al., 2012]. The overall experiment design is similar to the one used by Van Roekel et al. [2012], except that
here we focus on the effects of swell on vertical eddy diffusivities and the transport of oil plumes. Note that
effects of local wind waves are not included because the frequency of waves generated by local wind is typ-
ically 1 order of magnitude higher than that for the swell waves and their contribution to the total Stokes
drift is very small [Van Roekel et al., 2012]. A series of 12 simulations are performed with different imposed
angles between the swell wave propagation direction and the wind stress (hereafter called swell-wind angle
a), covering the entire range 2180� � a � 180�. Additionally, one simulation without any swell wave field
(i.e., a no-swell turbulence case) is also considered for comparison. The Coriolis frequency is f 5731025 s21,
corresponding to a latitude of 28:7�N. The initial thermocline depth is zi5100 m and the stably stratified

Figure 3. Vertical profiles of the time-averaged and horizontal-averaged velocity: (a, b) u component and (b, c) v component for (a, c) posi-
tive and (b, d) negative swell-wind angles. The no-swell shear turbulence case is labeled as ‘‘Shear.’’
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layer below has an inversion strength dh=dz50:01 K m21. A weak outgoing heat flux from ocean surface,
Q515 W m22, is imposed at the top boundary, which helps with the development of the OML. The analyti-
cal solution of a Stokes-Ekman layer in swell presented by McWilliams et al. [2014] is used to initialize the
horizontal velocity components in the simulations. Because this solution is already a good approximation
for the final equilibrium profiles and the wind forcing remains constant in time, no significant inertial oscilla-
tion is observed in any of the simulations.

The transport of oil plumes with different droplet sizes is investigated for each swell-wind angle. Three
effective diameters, 177, 250, and 500 lm, are chosen, corresponding to rise velocities of 0.27, 0.54 and
2:16 cm s21, respectively (see Table 1 for sea-water and oil properties used). Note that these velocities corre-
spond to drift-to-buoyancy parameter Db5Us=wr [Yang et al., 2014] equal to 56, 28, and 6.9, suggesting
that the resulting plumes have different responses to the downwelling motion in the Langmuir cells. In all
the simulations, the oil is released from a localized source located below the thermocline at ðx; y; zÞ5ð290;
790;2139Þm with a releasing rate Qs51 kg s21 [Yang et al., 2014]. The simulation domain has a size of ðLx ;

Ly ; LzÞ5ð1000 m; 1000 m; 300 mÞ and is discretized with 10031003150 grid points. The flow field is spun-
up for a duration of 17.5 h, after which the oil release is initiated (the time step of the numerical integration
is 0:1 s). Statistics are collected for another 17.5 h after the oil plumes has reached statistical steady state.

Figure 4. Vertical profiles of (a–c) vertical velocity variance and (d–f) vertical oil eddy diffusivity. Results for (a, d) positive and (b, e) nega-
tive swell-wind angles. Scaling based on Van Roekel et al. [2012] is also shown in Figures 4c and 4f.
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3. LES Results

3.1. Statistics of Flow Field
Typically, the presence of Langmuir circulations can be visualized through the resulting narrow downwel-
ling/upwelling zones in near-surface vertical velocity and the windrows on the ocean surface. These
downwelling/upwelling patterns can be seen in Figure 2 for four selected swell-wind angle cases (left
column), together with instantaneous surface oil plume patterns for the d5500 lm oil droplets (middle col-
umn). As the swell direction varies, the orientation of Langmuir cells changes in the same direction of swell-
wind angle a. As observed by Van Roekel et al. [2012], the Langmuir cell orientation is positioned between
the wind stress and swell directions. The case with a50� is an exception, as the wind stress and swell are
parallel and the Langmuir cell orientation is characterized by a negative angle due to the Coriolis effect.
Interestingly, a strong asymmetry in cell orientation is observed between positive and negative swell-wind
angles, as evidenced by the 645� cases. Meanwhile, only a weak signature of Langmuir cells exists when
a590� and the magnitude of the vertical velocity fluctuation is similar to that for no-swell case.

Figure 3 shows vertical profiles of the averaged horizontal Eulerian velocity ðh�ui; h�viÞ for various swell-wind
angles a. Here angle brackets and overline denote horizontal and temporal averages, respectively. For
a50� , weak vertical shear is observed in the entire OML for both components of the mean velocity. In par-
ticular, the shear is much weaker than the one without swell effects due to the increased momentum

Figure 5. Maximum values of vertical velocity variance and eddy diffusivity as a function of swell-wind angle a.

Figure 6. Mean plume direction as a function of swell-wind angle a. VL
srf is the horizontal-averaged surface Lagrangian velocity, including

the Eulerian velocity and Stokes drift velocity, while VL
ekm is the horizontally as well as vertically averaged Lagrangian velocity (i.e., averaged

also over the entire depth of the OML).
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transport induced by Langmuir circulations. As the magnitude of a increases, the shear in both velocity
components increases in the upper part of the OML. Eventually, the vertical shear exceeds that for the no-
swell case and the magnitudes of horizontal Eulerian velocity components in the upper part of the OML
become much larger than that of a50�. This result suggests that, for large angles, there is a reduction of
the turbulent momentum flux in comparison to the no-swell case, which is contrary to the trend for small
swell-wind angle regime.

The modulation of turbulence by Langmuir circulations is clearly seen on the vertical profiles of vertical
velocity variance hw02i (Figures 4a and 4b). The large effect of swell-wind angle on the magnitudes
of hw02i is in agreement with Van Roekel et al. [2012]. However, the asymmetry between positive and
negative angles (e.g., note the large difference between the a5190� which is almost indistinguishable
from the no-swell case, and a5290� with values of hw02i almost twice as large) is at odds with the simu-
lations from McWilliams et al. [2014], who found the vertical variance to be roughly symmetric about
a50� . A possible reason for the different trends is that in McWilliams et al. [2014], an additional wind-
driven wave field is imposed in the simulations. The asymmetry is more evident in Figure 5, where the
peak value of the vertical variance is shown as a function of the swell-wind angle. Figures 4 and 5 sug-
gest that the vertical velocity variance is significantly modified by Langmuir cells for 2135� < a < 90�,
and no large differences are observed between the no-swell case and the cases with large swell-wind
angles (hereafter the cases inside/outside 2135� < a < 90� range are referred to as small/large swell-
wind angles).

To better scale the vertical velocity variance, we first start with the model proposed by Van Roekel et al.
[2012] to estimate the orientation of Langmuir cells,

Figure 7. Vertical distribution of oil mass away from the vertically rising plume for oil droplet with (a, b) d5177 lm and (c, d) d5500 lm. Results are shown for (a, c) positive and (c, d)
negative swell-wind angles.
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tan aLOWð Þ5
h@z vsiDl

u�ln ðDl=z1Þ=ðjjðDl2z1ÞjÞ1h@z usiDl

; (5)

where h�iDl
represents a vertical average from the first grid point z1 to the depth Dl (taken as twice the e-

folding depth of the Stokes drift, which is about 0:24zi in the present case). Here aLOW is the angle between
Langmuir cells and the mean wind direction estimated based on the assumption that the Eulerian mean
velocity satisfies the law of the wall (note that Teixeira [2012] proposed a modified mean velocity profile
that includes the effect of Langmuir number, but that model does not seem to improve the predictions for
the low Lat condition used in these simulations). For the present simulations, we obtain
aLOW 50�; 618�; 627�; 636�, 655�; 690�; 180� for a50�; 630�; 645�; 660�, 690�; 6135�; 180� ,
respectively. Van Roekel et al. [2012] argued that the friction velocity obtained from the component of the

Figure 8. Joint probability density function (PDF) between normalized oil concentration gradient and turbulent oil concentration flux
for d5177 lm at the depth of z=zi520:2. The concentration scale used for normalization is C05Qs=ðu�z2

i Þ. The gray lines represent the
fitting based on equation (6), with the slope being the eddy diffusivity and the intercept the spatially averaged nonlocal flux.
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surface shear stress aligned with the Langmuir cells (i.e., u�cos ðaLOWÞ) is the appropriate scale for the verti-
cal velocity variance. Results presented in Figure 4c confirm this assertion, as the use of the modified friction
velocity significantly reduces the spread between the different curves. The collapse is fairly good for the
cases with significant Langmuir circulations (2135� < a < 90�, small swell-wind angles) but not for the
cases with weak Langmuir circulations.

3.2. Statistics of Oil Plumes
The middle and right columns in Figure 2 show the instantaneous and time-averaged surface oil plumes of
large droplets (d5500 lm) for a few sample swell-wind angles. In the figure, VL

srf denotes the mean Lagran-
gian velocity uL at the ocean surface, where Lagrangian velocity is defined as uL5us1u � In addition, VL

ekm is
the mean horizontal Lagrangian velocity in the OML (averaged within 2zi � z � 0), representing the mean
Ekman transport velocity. The arrow labeled with u� indicates the direction of the wind shear. The instanta-
neous oil surface plumes exhibit spatial patterns that resemble those of the vertical velocity. For these large
oil droplets (i.e., small Db number), high-concentration regions in the shape of ‘‘fingers’’ coincide with the
downwelling regions near the surface, as discussed by Yang et al. [2014]. Note that the mean transport
direction of the surface time-averaged plume (denoted by the centerline in the right column of Figure 2) is

Figure 9. 3-D contours of instantaneous vertical velocity for various swell-wind angles equal to (a) 08, (b) 1358, and (c) no-swell case.
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almost parallel to the surface Lagrangian velocity VL
srf . This is caused by the tendency of large oil droplets

(with small Db numbers) to stay near the surface [Yang et al., 2014, 2015].

A more systematic study of the changes in the mean surface plume direction with droplet size and swell-
wind angle is shown in Figure 6. Because the swell-induced Stokes drift velocity is large and has its maxi-
mum value at the surface, the direction of the mean surface Lagrangian velocity is more impacted by the
swell-wind angle than the direction of the mean Ekman transport. The direction of the plumes of large
droplets (d5500 lm) with small Db tends to follow closely the direction of VL

srf . Meanwhile, the plumes of
medium and small droplets (d5250 lm and d5177 lm, respectively) with larger Db tend to be more mixed

Figure 11. Spatially averaged (top row) total turbulent flux and (bottom row) nonlocal turbulent flux of oil concentration. The lines with/without circles represent results averaged over
regions where the mean flux is negative/positive. The concentration scale used for normalization is C05Qs=ðu�z2

i Þ.

Figure 10. Autocorrelation between vertical velocity at z520:1zi and other depths z.
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within the OML (Figure 7). Therefore, these plumes experience flow conditions within a deeper layer of the
OML and the transport direction falls somewhere in between the directions of VL

srf and VL
ekm.

Two additional details in Figure 6 are worthwhile mentioning. First, the direction of the large-droplet
plume clearly deviates from VL

srf for 0� � a � 60� (Figure 6). This is caused by the enhancement of vertical
mixing induced by the strong Langmuir circulations at small swell-wind angles. In these cases, even large
droplets are constantly entrained into the OML by strong downwelling motions, producing slightly more
mixed vertical oil concentration profiles (Figures 7c and 7d) that interact with the subsurface current.
Notice that this phenomenon is not observed for small negative swell-wind angles. This is because for
small negative angles, the Eulerian velocity is very small compared to the Stokes drift in the uppermost
10% of the OML (Figure 3). Therefore, the mean direction of the Lagrangian velocity has only a weak
dependence on depth, and the increased vertical mixing does not impact the mean transport direction.
Second, the directions of the medium-droplet and small-droplet plumes tend to approach VL

srf for large
swell-wind angles. This is caused by the suppression of vertical mixing for these large angle cases as dis-
cussed below.

The high sensitivity of the mean plume direction to the swell-wind angle motivates a more careful study of
the vertical flux of oil concentration. Following common practice in studies of the convective boundary
layer [e.g., Holtslag and Moeng, 1991] and Langmuir turbulence [e.g., McWilliams and Sullivan, 2000], the
total turbulent flux is divided into a local component that is proportional to the mean concentration gradi-
ent (defining an eddy diffusivity for oil concentration Kcz), and a nonlocal component that is independent
of the local mean concentration gradient:

w0C052Kcz @z
�C1w0C0NL: (6)

Here w0C0NL is the nonlocal component of the total flux. Because the oil plumes in this study are highly inho-
mogeneous in all three spatial directions, the vertical eddy diffusivity Kcz is estimated by a least squares fit-
ting of the LES data at each depth z similar to the approach described by Yang et al. [2015]. In summary,
with a scatterplot of w0C0 against @z

�C produced for each depth, the negative fitted slope is the value of Kcz

and the intercept is the spatially averaged nonlocal flux hw0C0NLi at that depth. Only points far from the
location of the vertically rising plume (here assumed as the region outside a cylinder of radius 300 m cen-
tered at the source location) and with local concentration �C larger than 231026 kg m23 are included in the
calculation. In addition, a fit is only performed if more than 100 points are available for that depth.

Figure 8 shows the joint probability density function (PDF) of normalized w0C0 and @z
�C as well the corre-

sponding fitting line for the smallest oil droplet size (d5177 lm) at z=zi520:2 for several swell-wind angles.
As expected, the PDF has a peak in the fourth quadrant (@z

�C > 0 and w0C0 < 0), corresponding to higher
concentrations near the surface and downward turbulent fluxes. In most cases, a nonnegligible portion of
the PDF is in the second quadrant (@z

�C < 0 and w0C0 > 0), and these points tend to form a well-defined
secondary peak in cases with strong Langmuir cells (small swell-wind angles in Figures 8a, 8b, and 8e). Note
that the points in the second quadrant are not just turbulent fluctuations, as each point used in the PDF
represents a time average at a fixed location. Therefore, in some regions of the domain, the mean flux is
directed upward. This is because Langmuir turbulence is strong enough to transport oil droplets downward
by downwelling events (Figure 7). Due to changes in the mean horizontal velocity with depth associated
with the Ekman spiral, these oil droplets can be advected in a lateral direction relative to the surface plume.
This lateral transport creates a negative vertical gradient of oil concentration (@z

�C < 0) and positive turbu-
lent flux of oil (w0C0 > 0) at the lateral (in the clockwise direction) edge of plume.

Eddy diffusivity profiles KczðzÞ for the smallest oil droplet size (d5177 lm) are shown in Figures 4c and
4d (profiles for larger droplets are similar but have more noise due to the smaller number of samples at
larger depths). The profiles of KczðzÞ have similar trends as those for the vertical velocity variance (Fig-
ures 4a and 4b), in the sense that large decreases in eddy diffusivity are observed for increasing mis-
alignment. However, differently from the vertical velocity variance, the eddy diffusivity for large swell-
wind angles decreases to levels much lower than that of the no-swell case. This trend becomes very clear
when the maximum values for each profile of hw02i and Kcz are displayed as a function of a in Figure 5.
Note how the peak of Kcz reduces to levels much lower than the one for the no-swell case (the same is
not true for the vertical velocity variance).
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Similar to the variance of vertical velocity, the eddy diffusivity Kcz scales well with the modified friction
velocity u�cos ðaLOWÞ. Results from LES (Figure 4f) show that this scaling captures part of the variability in
Kcz for the small angle cases, suggesting that the modified velocity can even be used as a simple first-order
model for the eddy diffusivity modulations in swell conditions. However, the further decreases in eddy dif-
fusivity for large swell-wind angles are not captured and reflect a more profound modification of oil trans-
port mechanisms.

The difference in the behaviors of hw02i and Kcz for large swell-wind angles can be understood in light of
the modification of vertical eddy scales by wave-current interactions. Figure 9 shows cuts of the three-
dimensional instantaneous vertical velocity field for three simulations. For the no-swell case (Figure 9c), tur-
bulence is produced by the wind shear and the largest eddies extend almost to the bottom of the OML.
These large eddies entrain oil droplets from the surface and transport them throughout most of the OML,
mixing the profile and yielding significant vertical eddy diffusivities. For the case with a50� (Figure 9a),
there are strong Langmuir circulations penetrating the entire OML. The vertical velocity variance is much
stronger than in the no-swell case, transporting oil downward more efficiently and enhancing the vertical
eddy diffusivity. For a5135� (Figure 9b), although the profile of vertical velocity variance is similar to the
no-swell case (Figure 4a), the vertical extent of the eddies is reduced (Figures 9b and 9c). This scale suppres-
sion is caused by the stabilizing effect of the vortex force when wave and current are in opposite directions
[Leibovich, 1983], which is analogous to a statically stable density stratification. This reduction of the depth
reached by surface eddies contributes to the decrease in eddy diffusivity when compared to the no-swell
case.

This change in vertical penetration of large-scale eddies can be quantified by the autocorrelation function.
Here the autocorrelation between the vertical velocity at z520:1zi (which corresponds approximately to
the peak in vertical velocity variance) and other depths z within the OML is employed (Figure 10). The pres-
ence of Langmuir circulations significantly increases the correlations for small swell-wind angles. For large
angles, the effects are opposite and a significant reduction in correlation is observed. This result, together
with the changes in the vertical velocity variance, explains most of the behavior of the vertical eddy diffusiv-
ity Kcz.

Because Langmuir circulations are highly organized vortices that induce strong downwelling motion, the
nonlocal transport of oil can be important when compared to the local component of the flux. As discussed
above, the fitting approach illustrated in Figure 8 yields the horizontally averaged nonlocal flux at a given
depth in the far field. However, the combined effects of Langmuir turbulence and Ekman transport lead to
a plume geometry in which both local and nonlocal fluxes at a fixed depth change sign within the plume.
The spatial averaging over regions of positive and negative fluxes results in small values of hw0C0NLi that do
not reflect the importance of this process. To avoid this problem, the nonlocal flux is estimated as the inter-
cept obtained by fitting w0C0 with @z

�C in quadrants two and four separately (this is equivalent to using the
sign of the total flux as a proxy for the sign of the nonlocal flux). The resulting profiles are shown in Figure
11, together with the averaged total fluxes over the same regions. As expected from the profiles of oil con-
centration shown in Figure 7, the total fluxes decrease with increasing swell-wind angle. Similarly, the non-
local fluxes also decrease. The most interesting feature of Figure 11 is the contribution of the nonlocal flux
to the total flux, which can be larger than about 30% for cases with small swell-wind angles (i.e., strong
Langmuir circulations) and become negligible for cases with no swell or with large swell-wind angles.
Because these are still horizontal averages, it is possible that in some specific locations the contribution is
even larger. Note that current closures used in regional ocean circulation models (e.g., the K-profile parame-
terization) [Large et al., 1994] include a parameterization of the nonlocal fluxes for temperature or density,
but it is based on surface fluxes and would not be applicable to oil plumes in which no surface flux is
present.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the effects of the misalignment between the directions of the wind forcing and the swell prop-
agation on the upper ocean transport of oil from a deepwater blowout were studied using a high-fidelity
LES model. In particular, the swell-wind angle has a profound effect on the turbulence structure and, conse-
quently, oil transport within the OML. Simulation results showed that for small swell-wind angles, the
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vertical velocity variance and the penetration depth of the large eddies are significantly enhanced when
compared to the no-swell case. Their combined effects lead to large vertical eddy diffusivities and strong
nonlocal fluxes. Consequently, surface oil plumes become more mixed in the vertical direction. Conversely,
for large swell-wind angles, there is a small suppression of the vertical velocity variance and a large reduc-
tion in the penetration depth of the large eddies. This reduction in vertical eddy size is caused by the stabi-
lizing effects of the vortex force when the swell-wind angle is large, and it is the main cause for a drastic
reduction in vertical eddy diffusivities and nonlocal fluxes observed here. Thus, the presence of swell leads
to oil plumes that can be shallower or deeper than those observed for the no-swell case, depending on the
swell-wind angle. Plume depth determines the layers of the OML that contribute the most to the mean oil
transport. Thus, due to the strong directional shear of the mean flow in OML, plume depth effectively deter-
mines the mean plume direction.

It is important to be noted that, for a given swell-wind alignment, droplet size also plays an important role in
determining plume depth, as described by Yang et al. [2015] and illustrated in Figure 6. For oil plumes with
large droplets, which are likely more representative of oil slicks in the absence of dispersants, and under the
conditions studied here, the changes in the swell-wind alignment alone can shift the mean transport direc-
tion by 258. Similarly, a change in droplet size caused by the surface application of dispersants would signifi-
cantly reduce droplet size and change the response of the oil plume to the OML dynamics, shifting the
mean plume direction. Inclusion of these effects in regional models used to predict oil fate requires a param-
eterization to represent the effects of Langmuir turbulence and swell-wind alignment on the eddy diffusivity
and a new closure model capable of capturing the spatial variability of the nonlocal flux.
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